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I. ENiROBUCTlON benefit 1s that one can forecast the behav~or of agents glven 
A 3  GP: the articles in this 7;oTunre use economic theory 
. . lo, guiie e r~p l r~ca l  work in applied microeconomics. They 
span scveyal ennpirical methodologies that differ, most in?- 
portantly, by vv5ether the palameters that are estimated are 
in:erpretahle as me pyirnitivei of economic theoral (i.e., pref- 
aences and :ethnology?. I$lIa:~y of the articles have as their 
gcal the sei3ovej.y of these pr i~~~i t ives  and are thus explicitly 
. . 
exercrsej :a strmc:ural estimation. Others seek to estimate 
?iecisin:r, rules derived from economic models. But ail of the 
8.1~icles ilietstrai: the i n p o r t a ~ t  role of eco~~omic theory in 
,?~~2:v\/icg irrffiences about bdlavior from date. 
Several approaches to struct~ral estimation are repre- 
seraied ir! this vcl~ame. Some of the authors use a ,$I1- 
SO?. ~;riio:< " app-oach based on c o ~ p i e t e  solution of the op- 
ti!xizatim problem confronting agerrts (Bernard Elyakime, 
4eim-Jacques LaEont, Pati-iee Eoise, and Quang Vuong: 
Marce: Fcfcharnps and :oh12 Per?der; Christopher FerraPP: 
.- ,R~~i.stapber ?,. J, Flinn. Taqy Lancaster; GeoErey Roi.kwell 
2nd Jchn~ RL~S;). Others identify primitives from the first- 
uder  conditions of the optimirationl problem (Richard 
Biundell, Thien-)I Magnae, and Costas Meghir; Robert A. 
Mi'ler and E d g e r  SLg) cr from exact reduced-form repre- 
seatations of ;be decision rules of <he e c o n o ~ ~ i c  agents (Ger- 
arc! X. van dei? Berg and Cees Gorter). A variety of reduced- 
form ep3roaches xe also represented. One approach is to 
,c.C' ,ilrnate . the reduced-form parameters of the exact decision 
rules (226 Lillard end Yoram Vleiss). An alternative is to use 
the ti~.eory to specify approximations to the reduced-form 
decisicn rules and then estimate the parameters of these ap- 
pr3rslxatiors (Jzre 3.. Bshrmae?, Andrew Foster. and Mar!< 
R Bosei.zweig: R. la/!ark Gritz and Thomas MaCurdy). 
TI is usefa1 to coi7ntra~'I these various approaches to esti- 
mation. The fuli-solution approa.&h lo str1~cluraa estimation 
ycqi~ires that the optimira:ion problem be solved (usually 
.cr;merica!l~j for the optimal decision rules of the agents 
in the i~odeil. kmpiemnentation of this empirical method- 
ology enrails ?. search over :he se tof  feasible values for 
the ~rirnitives such ",hat the resultant optimal decision rules 
gcccrate behx~rior that resembles observed data. The full- 
set'ilcior m e r h o d a l o ~  is in principle the most general ap- 
proach io strLtctal.a'r estimaiioc. Tlae cost of this generality 
. * .  is con-qxItacro~?al 8.1rde;l (i,e., ii requires repeated solution 
r::' the qximiza:io~ problem at each trial parameter value) 
" .  
actd res1::tang cans,~raints on the complexity of the eco- 
. . 
:~urr~i:: maae;s that E W ~  feasible to estimate. An important 
any change in the state of the world that can be charac- 
terized as a change in their constraints-including changes 
along dimensions that are invariant in the data (see TYVolpl~a 
1994). 
In some settings, structural estima:;ion can be based on 
the first-order conditions (FOC's) of ;he optimization prob- 
lem. Because FOC's can be much simpler to derive than 
optimal decision rules and can often be represented ma-- 
lytically, the estimation procedure is generally less com- 
putationally demanding than the full-solution method. The 
gain in computational ease must be balanced against s axe  
important drawbacks, I~owever. Clearly, Back of continuity 
in the agents9 choice variables (e.g., discrete choices) raises 
problems for estimation based on FOCqs. Moreover, in most 
cases not all of the primitive parameters can be identified 
f r o n  the FOC's. Policy experiments often require Binowl- 
edge of all the primitives. 
112 some cases analytical representations of the red:s.ceci- 
form decision rules can be obtained with suitable assump- 
tions. The advantage of estimating reduced-form decision 
rules is that it does not require repeated solution of the eco- 
nomic model. A disadvantage is tfiae in only rare cases are 
the primitive (structural) parzmeters exactly identified from 
the reduced-form parameters. The absence of structural pa- 
rameter estimates precludes using the results to forecast 
the outcomes of policy experiments that invoive changes 
in state variables that were invariant in the data used for 
estimation. 
In m s t  economic models the decisiora rules are highly 
nonlinear functions of the primitive parameters and of (he 
variables that characterize the state of the world-the state 
variables-including the stochastic eleinents unobserved by 
the researcher. Thus, a truly reduced-form approach to esti- 
mation of the decision rules is often intractable. An alta~aa- 
live to estimation of the exact reduced-form decision rules 
is to estimate approximate decision suIes. In this approach9 
the theoretical model determines which state variables en- 
ter the optimal decision rule for each choice variable, and 
decision rules are approximated by some flexible form (e.g., 
as polynomials in the relevant state variables). But, as with 
estimation of exact decision rules, an important limitaticn 
4s that policy experiments can only be performed if they can 
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be characterized as changes in state variables that varied in 
the estimation data. 
All of these estimation approaches, exemplified by the 
articles in this volume, rely on economic models to inter- 
pret the parameter estin~ates. Which method of estimation 
is adopted to address a particular substantive issue will de- 
pend on an assessment of their relative merits. As these ar- 
t!cles demonstrate, different researchers come to ciiEerent 
judgments even fcr the same substantiv- ~ s s i ~ e .  ' 
The theory-guided approach to estimation represented in 
this ~ ~ o ~ u r n e  is far from being universally accepted in empir- 
ical economic research. In fact, it has recently become quite 
fashionable to eschew theory in favor of a "data should 
speak far themselves" view. According to this perspective. 
empirical researchers should rely on randomized social ex- 
periments or hunt for "aatural experiments" Born which in- 
ferences about "'treatment effects'' can supposedly be drawn 
without reliance on economic theory and without having 
to make strong auxiliary assumptions [e.g., see the recent 
JBES Symposium on Program and Policy Evaluation (An- 
g i s t  199511. But. although experiments can tell us what 
happened to a particular population at a particular time for 
a specific ireatmen:. to generalize to other contexts requires 
that we learn about the mechanism generating the response. 
Thus. generalizing the results of randomized social and/or 
"natural" experiments beyond the specific context in which 
they occurred would first require that behavioral theories 
be posited that are consistent with the (quasi) experimental 
results and secocd would require that hrther evidence be 
gathered to cast light on the ability of those theories to pre- 
dict behaviol- in other contexts. Articles that adopted such 
an a~~proach woe~id fit the !heme of this volume, 
2 .  THE ARTICLES 
The articles in this volume serve to illustrate convinc- 
ingly its theme, that there is a valuable synergistic rela- 
tionship between economic theory and empirical work in 
economics. There are several w a y  to group the articles- 
by field. by escimaiion approach, by structural aspects of 
the theoretical model, and so forth. The articles span in- 
dustrial organization, labor economics, economic develop- 
ment, and public economics: the estimation approaches are 
structu.ra1 and nonstractural; and the theoretical frameworks 
encompass sia~grie-zgent and miltiagent optimization prob- 
lems. None of these classifications by itself, however, would 
serve to demonstrate the contributions of the articles to the 
overall theme of :he volume, although they could serve to 
highlight their contri'outions more generally. Iide therefore 
have taken the liberty to group the articles in ways that 
cross these boundaries. 
Two of the articles estimate models of job-search be- 
havior, adopting structural a.nd reduced-form approaches, 
respectively. Ferrall structurally estimates models of labor- 
force transitions on Canadian and U.S. data. He uses the 
models to assess the effect of the unemployment insur- 
ance (UK) system En Canada on transitions from school to 
work. A key feature of the Canadian UX system is that new 
labor-market entrants must hold a first job for 20 riveelts be- 
fore they are eligible for WI, Ferrall's results indicate that 
unemployment durations for new tabor-market entrants in 
Canada would be qrrlte sensitive to the length of this eli- 
gibility requirement. Note that UI eligibility requirements 
are uniform tb~oughout Canada, thus precluding the use of 
provincial variation to identify the effect of lo~vering the 
eligibility requirement. 
In contrast. Gritz an6 MaCurdj/ assess the impact of the 
U.S. UI system on nonemployment durations of youths by 
estimating approximate decision rules and exploiting in- 
terstate variation in Ui parameters for identification. They 
consider the eFfects of Ui on the length of nonemployment 
spells and the classification of these spells into unemploy- 
ment and out-of-the-labor-force and the eEect of the gen- 
erosity of UI on the "take- up'^ rate. Their empirical results 
imply thae weeks of eligibility is a much stronger deter- 
minant of nonemployment-spell characteristics than is the 
level of benefits. 
These are also two methodologica3, articles that address 
lss~les of parameter identification in models of labor-force 
transitions. Blundell. Magnac, and Meghir rigorously ex- 
amine the identification of the primitives in a model of in- 
tertemporal consumption and labor-force transiiions. Mod- 
els that link unemployment due to labor-market frictions 
with consumption smoothing and precautionary savings 
mnotives for asset accumulation have not been studied in de- 
tail. They show that, with data on assets, it is possible under 
certain conditions to identify job-offer arrival and job layoff 
rates as well as the structure of preferences without rssort- 
ing to a full solution of the agents' dynamic optimization 
problem. 
Lancaster considers Bayesian inference about the primi- 
tive parameters in the standard infinite-horizon job-search 
model. In one specification he treats the reservation wage 
as a latent variable and does not impose the restriction 
that it is derived from solution of the wealth-maximization 
problem. In another specificatior~, the restriction implied by 
wealth maximization is imposed. In a set of simulation ex- 
periments, he finds that; if the obser~ied data axe only un- 
employment durations and accepted wages (the usual case), 
then imposing the restriction enables one to identify the dis- 
count rate, but it conveys little additional information about 
the job-oEer arrival rate and the para.meters of the wage- 
oEer distribution, which are identified u-ithout it. The im- 
plication is that the wage and duration data alone are quite 
informative about these parameters (given the assuinption 
that a reservation wage rule is being follovded). 
The articles by Fafchamps and Pender and by Rothwell 
and Rust illustrate the breadth of applications to which full- 
solution structural estimation can be applied in single-agent 
models. Fafchamps and Pender estimate a model of pre- 
cautionary savings in the context of Indian agriculture, in 
which there are important nondivisible and irreversible in- 
vestment opportunities. They find thae nundivisibility alone 
inhibits poor farmers from self-financing tvkiat would other- 
wise appear to be profitable ifivestments; at their income 
levels irreversibility has liiiie further deterrent effect. 
Rothwell and Rust estimate a mode! of optimal operating 
decisions for nuclear power plants with operations at vari- 
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ous ievels of capacity, shui-downs for refueling or mainte- 
nance, and decommissioniyi.g. of the plant as options. They 
use the nodel to predict the impact of a policy intervention 
in xfhich the Ear~~ciear Regulatory Commission cosblessly ex- 
tends the current 40-year maximun license span for a nu- 
clear power plai~fi to 60 years. According to the model, this 
vvculd roughly double tile expected present value of profits 
of U.S, nuclear pplanzts and double electrical power gener- 
ation over the life of the industry. With 40-year licei~ses, 
it is not optiixai to repair major problems that occur after 
20 years of operation. Thcs. the model predicts rapid re- 
tirement of nuclear plants over the ilext 20 years under the 
current regime, whereas under 60-year licenses the number 
of plants would remain roarghly flat for the next 20 years. 
Three ef the articles (Elyalcime et al., FIEnn, and Miller 
an6 Sieg) structurally estimate models that either explic- 
iLiy or implicitly account for market interactions. EPyakirne. 
LaEont, koise, and bong extend their previoils worlc on 
estimating i k  primitives of ~nodels of first-price sealed- 
bid auctions to the (cornman) case in which there is a sec- 
ond round of bargaining. Structural estimation requires that 
the Bayesian-Nash equilibrium strategies, partial ditaeren- 
tiai equations in this casc, be numcricaiiy so?vcd. Somc- 
what surprisingly, they show (as in their previous work) 
that the ra-lderlying private valuarion distributions of both 
bcyers and seliers can be nonparametricaily identified from 
data on bids and sellersi reservation prices. Their estimates 
from a. parzi~~ecrically specified model show that second- 
pound bargaining provides a better fit of the data. 
Flinn develops an equilibrium labor-market model in 
which workers are heterogeneous in their endowed produc- 
tivity (and therefore "reeq~aired" effort lc~e!) in a primary 
prduction sector. EBorr in that sector cancot be costlessly 
detern~innd, so there is an incentive for bneficient workers 
to shirk. As the ir~eff~cient workers  re gradually discovered 
and dismissed, the average ability of the remaining workers 
rises. This dynamic selection process leads to rising wages 
witrli age in the primary sector. Flinn's results indicate chat 
the dynamic selection process can rationalize the observed 
concavity of age-earnings profiles. as well as observed neg- 
ative correffabion beiiveen dismissals and s~ibsequent wages. 
Miller and Scig structtirally estimate a model of housing 
consrnrnption and male leisure based on first-order condi- 
tions rrsij~ag panel data from the United States and Germany. 
- 
esti~xrratil~g the primitives uf h e  model enables them not 
only to discern whether preference structures diEer signif- 
i'cantly between she two popuiai-ions (they do not) but also 
to determine whether international markets are fully inte- 
grated (ihey are not, but purchasing power parity seems to 
hold with regard to wages). Then ability to draw such in- 
fereaces reties heavily on a complete markets characteriza- 
tion of rile equilibrium of the economies; and their article 
discusses in Cepth the methodological issues involved in 
leuling this chtuacterization. 
killard and BXieiss estimate thz exact reduced-form de- 
cision rule for 2 made1 of the sa-\~ing behavior of retired 
householas. The11 are able to obtain an exact solurion be- 
cause of the assumption that utility is quadratic in consump- 
tion and bequest:;. This allows for a co~~sumption smooth- 
ing motive for saving but ruies out a preczmtioaary mo- 
tive. Their results indicate thar the bequest and consump- 
tion smoothing motives alone. combined with uncertaip-ty 
about medical costs and life §?an, are suficieni to rational- 
ize the observed saving of elderly m a ~ i e d  couples. Theif 
resuits also indicate that an unexpected increase in Social 
Security benefits nrould lead to a proportionately large in- 
crease in saving by elderly couples because of the strength 
or' the bequest rnolive. 
Van den Berg and Corter demonstrate how information 
on snbjectiveky reported commnting-time-dependent rese;- 
vation wages can be used to estiarrate the uti?ity trade- 
off between wages and commuiing distance in a general 
nonstationary job-search model. Their framework allows 
the recovery of the strv.cturai utility trade-oR wirhout he\:- 
ing to estiriate the full set of structurzl parameters. Their 
model also incorporates both geographic and employment 
mobility. 
Behrman, Foster, and Rosenzweig estimate app-soxlma- 
tions to the optimal savings decisioar ruies of farmers in ru- 
ral Pakistan. The key innovation is that the seasonal t i ~ i l n g  
of savings decisions is considered. In their model, farmers 
make savings decisions both in the planting and harvest pe- 
riods of the agricultural season. They show that use of the 
entire season 2s the decision period (as in previous research) 
can lead to severe bias in estimating tlae saving-income re- 
lationship because it fails to account for the fact that much 
of harvest-period income is unknown at the :ime of the 
planting-period saving decision. Although hs-rves; income 
shocks have a positive e8ect on net harvest period sav- 
ings, failure to account for the seasonal timing of income 
completely rnaslts this effect ( i t . .  iota1 season income is 
unrelated to harvest-period saving). 
3. AREAS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
There are several important areas for f ~ t u r e  research re- 
iated to the theme of this vok=c. Wc concletdc by dis- 
cussing some of these zreas. 
In many economic models, agent3 are assume6 :o solve 
(or behave as if they solve) complex optimization prob- 
lems. Full-soSution structural estimation requires that the 
econometrician rnrrsi solve the matheanatica? representation 
of the same problem a: each trial pxameter vecter d u r i ~ g  
the estimation process. This ca3 be extremely camp~rtation- 
ally burdensome. An i~nportant and active area cf research 
is the development of East yet accurate approxinate soh-  
tion ~nefhods for dynamic optimization probler~s (see Bell- 
man, Kolaba, and Koikin 1963: Gewekc, Slonim. and Zarliin 
1992; Keane and Wolpila 1994; Rsst 1995a.b). 
Another important s.rea for research is the development 
of methods of structiiral estimation that relax assumptions 
about the distributions of unobservables (e.g., the shoci<s 
to preferences and technology). One approach is the semi- 
parametric estinaation of error distributions, and araotlaer- ap- 
proach is to use very flexible parametric distributions (e.g.. 
scaled mixtures of normals) that can provide arbitrarily 
good approximatio~ss to general distt-ibutiors. Applications 
of such approaches are still in their Infancyy. 
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The developme~zt of methods for Bayesian inference for 
the primitives of dynamic economic lnodels is also of inter- 
est. This is a very difficult area because the mapping from 
the data to the posterior distribution of the primitive param- 
eters is often highly nonlinear as a result of the typically 
highly nonlii~ear nature of the decision rules. In the infinite- 
horizon job-search case considered by Lancaster, the map- 
ping is particularly tractable, but more genel-al cases need 
to be examined. Another investigation in this area is that of 
Gewelie and Keane (in press). 
A key problem confronting the structural approach is 
the area of formal ixodel seiec?ion. Classical approaches to 
speciiication testing examine the nu11 hypothesis that a par- 
ticular model is the true data-generating process. But; given 
the comp1exi"iy of human behavior, any economic model 
must be a simplification of that behavior. The hope is that, 
although a particular model is literally false, it is neverthe- 
less useful (sayl for ianderstanding behavior. forecasting be- 
havior under different regimes, e t ~ . ) .  At the moment, formal 
statistical methods to choose among a set of structurally es- 
timated economic models. all of which are assumed a priori 
to be false, have not been examined. 
In our view, the examination of out-of-sample forecasting 
performance is the best available means of choosing among 
structurally estimated models. By out-of-sample forecast 
performance, we do not mean simply performance in hold- 
out or split-sample-type fit tests. Rather, we refer primarily 
to forecasting behavior in regimes not observed in the data 
used for estimation. A: present, there are few examples in 
the literature in which the ability s f  structelraliy estiinated 
models to forecast behavior under a new regime has been 
examined (some examples are Eumsdaine. Stock, and Wise 
1992; Rust 1995a,b; Erdern and ICeane 8396; 1Ceane and 
Moffitr 1996). But this is largely attributable to the face that 
the advent of structural estimation is rather recent, com- 
bined with the fact ehat in many areas a true regime change 
is rare, 
A final important area far future resea.rch is to compare 
the ability of structural versus nonstructusal approaches to 
forecast the effects of regime shifts. As we noted previ- 
ously. such comparisons can only be made in instances in 
which the regime shift imlolves a change along a dimension 
that varies in the data so that nonsaructural methods are able 
to generate forecasts. Nonstructural methods that could be 
used in such instances are (a) re6uced-form representations 
of decision rules, (b) approximate decision rules, (c) var- 
ious athenretical approaches (e.g.. vector autoregressions), 
or (d) the cataloging of various estimates of "treatment ef- 
feces" from social and 'katkaral" experiments followed by 
extrapolation to other regimes (perhaps using meta-analytic 
or response surface methodologies). 
The desire to better forecast behavior after regime 
changes was a key impetus to sUructuraP estimation. Both 
Marscizaki (1952) and Lucas (2976) noted that parameters 
of reduced-form and statistical models, because they are 
functions of the primitive parameters characterizing pref- 
erences and constraints, would in general shift in a regime 
change that altered constraints. Thus: structurally estimated 
economic models-whose parameters are primitives that ei- 
ther remain invariant or change in a Btnown way with a 
regime change-would be needed to forecast behavior in a 
new regime. But, given that structurally estimated economic 
models are not literally true, the Lucas crit~que provides no 
a priori reason to believe that structural approaches will 
outperfom noi~structusai methods for predicting eEects of 
regime shifts. This is an empirical question on which fur- 
ther work is needed. 
In concBusion, we believe that rase of economic models 
to guide empirical work provides the only means to de- 
velop cumulative ge~eralizable lcnowiedge about economic 
behavior. As the articles in this volume illustrate. empirical 
work ehat is guided by theory has already led to consid- 
erable progress in applied mic r secono~cs .  The challenges 
confronting future work in this area are many, but we also 
expect that the long-term paj~oEs from confronting those 
challenges ~1311 be substantial. 
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